Introducing the
Activeion™ Pro:

Ionized Water: Cleaning
without chemicals

The only hand-held
cleaner that uses
Ionized water
technology to clean,
making it the safest
option for cleaning.

Presented by:

Water electrolysis
occurs in two forms:
dual-stream and,
more recently,
blended-stream.

“Dual-Stream”
Activated Water
is Popular

The $64 Billion Question

Tapping Water’s
Power:
It’s Called Water
Electrolysis

(adjusted for inflation):

How does Activeion
transform water
into a cleaning
agent?

•

Asia–$40 Billion+
Haier, Sanyo, Hoshizaki
Clothes washing, air purification, food
processing and prep

•

Europe–$20 Million+
Aquastel, Envirolyte, Biostel
Medical, Disinfecting/Sanitizing, Food,
Disease Control

•

U.S.–$20 Million+
Electrolyzer, EAU Tech, Proton Labs,
PuriCore
Food, Wine, Medical

Water electrolysis
can transform water
into a cleaner using
electricity instead of
chemicals.

This transformation
frees you, your
customers, and the
environment from the
impact of chemicals.

=

One Activeion Pro
can replace up to 47
of the most common,
daily-use cleaning
chemicals.

A closer look at the
Activeion Pro.

5 Key Benefits of
using the
Activeion Pro

1.

Safer employees. The Activeion Pro is the safest
option for cleaning professionals because it
eliminates serious health risks stemming from the
touching, breathing or accidental splashing of toxic
cleaning chemicals.

2.

Healthier spaces. The Activeion Pro is an NSFcertified safe choice for cleaning any space where
the risks from chemical contamination must be
managed including cleaning around people in food
courts, patients in hospitals and children in schools.

3.

Green environments. The Activeion Pro helps
sustain greener environments by reducing the
resources required to manufacture, package and
ship harmful chemicals and by decreasing the
disposal of toxins into the environment.

4.

Greater simplicity. Since the Activeion Pro activates
regular tap water, the time cleaning professionals
spend mixing, filling, and disposing of dangerous
chemicals is dramatically diminished.

5.

Increased savings. The Activeion Pro, which can
replace many common general-purpose cleaners,
reduces the time and expense of ordering, receiving,
and stocking an array of cleaners and shrinks the
cost of insuring and disposing of chemicals.

Availability?
Take advantage of the
30-day, money-back
guarantee.
Set up field testing at
your location for 30 days
with no risk.

With the Activeion Pro,
you can be greener
than green.

